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Defect formation and annealing behaviors of fluorine-implanted, unintentionally doped GaN layers
were studied by positron annihilation spectroscopy �PAS�. Single Ga vacancies �VGa� were identified
as the main vacancy-type defects detected by PAS after fluorine implantation at 180 keV with a dose
of 1�1015 cm−2. Implantation-induced VGa tend to aggregate and form vacancy clusters after
postimplantation annealing in N2 ambient at 600 °C. Fluorine ions tend to form F-vacancy
complexes quickly after thermal annealing, which is consistent with the proposed diffusion model
that predicts the behaviors of fluorine in GaN. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3081019�

The incorporation of fluorine �F� ions by low-energy
plasma ion implantation into AlGaN/GaN heterostructures is
an effective low-cost approach to achieving postepitaxy
threshold voltage modulation in AlGaN/GaN high-electron
mobility transistors �HEMTs�.1 The F ions effectively deplete
the high density two-dimensional electron gases in the tran-
sistor channels and shift the threshold voltage by as much as
5 V to positive values to enable the realization of self-aligned
enhancement-mode devices that are preferred in many
applications.2,3 Promising reliability results have been re-
ported, suggesting good stability of the F ions in III-nitride
materials.4 Although the behaviors of F ions in Si have been
investigated extensively,5 the underlying physical mecha-
nisms that govern the incorporation, diffusion, and stabiliza-
tion of F ions in group-III nitride semiconductors remain
mostly undescribed. For example, there is a lack of experi-
mental evidence that reveals how implantation-induced de-
fects are generated and recovered, how the dynamic F diffu-
sion process works, and what interactions of F with the
defects are. Understanding these mechanisms would likely
provide helpful information on the optimization of the pro-
cess parameters such as the plasma power, annealing tem-
perature, etc.1

In this letter, we report on our investigations of defect
formation and annealing behaviors of F-implanted GaN lay-
ers using positron annihilation spectroscopy �PAS� and sec-
ondary ion mass spectroscopy �SIMS�. We found that
implantation-induced single Ga vacancies �VGa� tend to ac-
cumulate and form vacancy clusters after postimplantation
annealing in N2. We also found that F ions tend to occupy Ga
vacancies, which supports the diffusion mechanism that has
been modeled based on molecular dynamic �MD� simula-
tions.

The unintentionally doped GaN sample used in the
present experiment was grown on �0001� sapphire substrates
by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition �MOCVD� at
1070 °C. The background electron density and mobility
were measured to be 2�1016 cm−3 and 400 cm2 /V s, re-
spectively, in room-temperature Hall effect measurements.

19F+ ions were implanted into the GaN layers at 180 keV
with a dose of 1�1015 cm−2 using a Varian CF3000 ion
implanter. A separate experiment was performed by implant-
ing low-energy �10 keV� 19F+ ions at a dose of 1.5
�1013 cm−2 into the channel region of an AlGaN/GaN het-
erostructure to evaluate the charge state of the F ions after
implantation. A shift of about +3 V in the threshold voltage
was observed, suggesting that the charge state of the F ions
changed to negative after they were implanted into GaN be-
cause of the strong electronegativity of F. After implantation,
the sample was cut into small pieces and furnace annealed in
N2 ambient at 600 °C for times ranging from 30 s to 72 h.
Time-of-flight secondary-ion mass spectrometry �TOF-
SIMS� was performed to determine the concentration-depth
profile of the F ions in the as-implanted and annealed
samples. A piece of the as-grown sample was used as the
reference. A slow positron beam with energy ranging from
0.35 to 18 keV was used for the PAS study. The broadening
Doppler spectra of the annihilation radiation were measured
with a Ge detector as a function of the incident positron
energy E. The S parameter was defined as the central fraction
of the annihilation lines over the energy range of
511�1.62 keV. The high-momentum part was character-
ized by the W parameter, which was determined from the tail
of the peak in the range of 2.55 keV� ��E���5.11 keV,
where �E� represents the energy offset from the peak
�511 keV�.

The measured S-E curves of the as-grown and as-
implanted samples are plotted in Fig. 1�a�, together with the
fluorine distribution profile measured by TOF-SIMS. The
mean implantation depth of the positrons in GaN is about
790 nm at 20 keV. The F implantation results in larger S,
indicating the generation of a large number of vacancies,
consistent with the MD simulation results.6 A nitrogen va-
cancy is much smaller than a Ga vacancy and nitrogen va-
cancy is supposed to be positively charged in n-type GaN.7

Thus, the increased S parameter is the result of the negatively
charged Ga vacancies induced by ion implantation.

Figure 1�b� plots the W-S relations in the as-grown and
as-implanted samples. The characteristic points of the sur-
face and bulk follow the same straight line in the as-growna�Electronic mail: eekjchen@ust.hk.
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and as-implanted samples. Some earlier studies provided evi-
dence of positrons being trapped in the Ga vacancies in
MOCVD-grown GaN.8 The straight line of the W-S plot in-
dicates that the surface states and Ga vacancies �mainly
single vacancies� are the two dominant annihilation sites in
the as-grown sample.9 The �W ,S� relation observed in the
as-implanted sample follows the same line, suggesting that
the same type of Ga vacancy is created during F implantation
as detected by positron annihilation.

Figure 2�a� shows the S-E curve of the F-implanted
samples annealed in N2 ambient at 600 °C for times ranging
from 30 s to 72 h. The F distribution profiles of these
samples are shown in Fig. 2�b�. The S parameter increases
with longer annealing time, especially in the region around
the projected range of the F ions, while it maintains rela-
tively small values in the tail region. Previous reports sug-
gest that it is difficult to remove defects induced by ion im-
plantation fully in GaN because of the high critical annealing
temperature.10 The gradually increasing S parameter indi-
cates that Ga divacancies, trivacancies, and vacancy clusters
may be generated as a result of the aggregation of single
vacancies during annealing.11,12 The aggregation of the
single vacancies is a slow process, as evidenced by the con-
tinuous increase in the S parameter value with the increasing
annealing time.

The W-S characteristics measured in as-grown, as-
implanted, and annealed samples are plotted in Fig. 3. The
�W ,S� values of the annealed samples deviate from the

straight line obtained in the as-grown and as-implanted
samples. This deviation increases with increasing annealing
time. In the samples with long annealing times �2 and 72 h�,
starting from the surface, the W-S characteristics are signifi-
cantly different from the straight line that characterizes the
behavior of the as-implanted sample, providing evidence of
the formation of new types of vacancies. In the region deep
inside the bulk, the W-S relation shifts back to the bulk state

FIG. 1. �a� S-E curves of the GaN layer before and after F ion implantation.
The depth profile of fluorine after implantation is also shown for compari-
son. �b� W-S plots for as-grown and as-implanted samples. FIG. 2. �a� S-E curves of the fluorine implanted samples after annealing in

N2 atmosphere at 600 °C from 30 s to 72 h. �b� SIMS profiles of fluorine
implanted into GaN layer before and after annealing.

FIG. 3. �Color online� W-S plots of the samples before and after annealing.
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of the as-implanted samples, suggesting that no new vacancy
is formed. In fact, the W-S relations of the samples with long
annealing times fall along two straight lines: the first linking
the characteristic point of the surface and the vacancy cluster
and the second linking the vacancy cluster and the bulk state.
We conclude that three distinctive annihilation processes ex-
ist in the surface, vacancy clusters, and the bulk �single va-
cancy�. The W-S relations in the samples with short to me-
dium annealing times lie in the triangle formed by the three
straight lines, suggesting that other defects such as Ga
divacancies or trivacancies may be generated during the
annealing process.

Figure 4 shows the W-E curves of the as-grown, as-
implanted, and annealed samples. A decrease in the W pa-
rameter after implantation corresponds to an increase in the S
parameter caused by the large number of Ga vacancies in-
duced during implantation. Figure 2�a� shows that the S pa-
rameter increases after annealing due to the generation of
new types of vacancies with large open volumes. Thus, the
W parameter would be expected to decrease after annealing
if these vacancy clusters do not incorporate any other atoms.
However, a slight increase in the W parameter is observed in
the samples annealed for 30 s and 2 h. The simultaneous
increases in W and S in the annealed samples suggest that
vacancy agglomeration is coupled with the formation of
vacancy-F complexes. The F ions incorporated in the va-
cancy clusters present positrons with high-momentum elec-
trons in the F atom’s outermost shell.5,13 Thus, we conclude
that F ions tend to diffuse and form F-vacancy complexes
after annealing.

According to recent MD calculations,14 the diffusion
potential energy barrier of fluorine in GaN between an inter-
stitial site �I� and a Ga vacancy �VGa� site is the lowest at
1.4 eV, while that between the I site and a nitrogen vacancy
�VN� is 2.1 eV. The potential energy barrier between two
adjacent I sites is the highest at 5 eV. Thus, a Ga-vacancy
assisted diffusion model, rather than a N-vacancy assisted
diffusion or an interstitial-interstitial diffusion model, is pro-
posed to describe the surface-oriented outdiffusion of

fluorine in GaN after implantation, as shown in Fig. 2�b�,
which is consistent with the F-vacancy complex observations
by PAS. The increase in the W parameter in samples an-
nealed for 30 s indicates that the process should be quick,
which is consistent with the quick outdiffusion of the F ions
after short annealing, as shown in Fig. 2�b�. The W parameter
decreases after 72 h thermal annealing. This is because the
vacancy clusters continue to expand while the number of
fluorine ions accommodated by the vacancies is saturated.
Thus, the fraction of annihilation with low-momentum elec-
trons goes up and the fraction of annihilation with high-
momentum electrons goes down. However, the value of the
W parameter around the projected range of F ions is close to
that in the as-implanted sample, which should be regarded as
the characteristic of F ions.

In summary, we have studied the vacancy formation and
evolution in F-implanted GaN by PAS and TOF-SIMS ex-
periments. Single Ga vacancies are induced by F ion implan-
tation and vacancy clusters are formed by long-term thermal
annealing at 600 °C. Evidence suggests the formation of
F-vacancy complexes in GaN following F implantation and
annealing. We suggest that F ions tend to form F-vacancy
complexes quickly after thermal annealing. These results
provide a framework in which to understand the behaviors of
F in GaN-based electronic devices such as the AlGaN/GaN
HEMT.
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